
Komische Oper Berlin stumbles with a strained, uncomfortable “Fidelio”  
 
There’s a moment in the third act of the three-hour mess that is the Komische Oper Berlin’s 
latest version of Beethoven’s “Fidelio” that serves as indicative of the whole. 
It comes as Don Pizarro, played in awkward fits and starts by Carsten Wittmoser, wanders off 
stage left and returns with what can only be described as a zamboni, which he proceeds to drive 
straight into the sizable dumpster that serves as the set’s main focal point, pushing it 
counterclockwise and eventually ripping it open, pouring the trash inside all over the stage. 
And it’s that kind of unusual juxtaposition of high technology and lowbrow — and sometimes 
literal — trash that come to define this production, which will unfortunately enter the company’s 
rotating repertory after it closes in July. 
The sometimes-talented cast moves from genuine, earnest efforts to uncomfortable, overwrought 
play acting, usually working towards some larger vision of the historically troubled opera 
without ever actually clarifying what that vision is. 
At first glance, the production would have its audience believe it is setting Beethoven’s lone 
operatic output of rescue and wifely devotion in a modern junkyard, with omnipresent drills and 
hammers serving as a backdrop to the spoken-word libretto. 
But just as the idea of junkyard as modern existential prison passes into the realm of the 
acceptable, in walks Ann Petersen’s Fidelio / Leonora, dressed in unflattering 18th-century period 
garb, complete with stylish men’s pumps and a hair ribbon. 
Whatever modernity versus tradition schema production designer Bendedikt von Peter was 
aiming for, it is lost amidst piles of strained singing, ill at ease stage movements and yes, actual 
bags of garbage arranged in clumsy and bothersome patterns across the sparse stage. 
The production is not without its high points. Will Hartman as the tortured political prisoner 
Florestan delivers a powerful Act III aria from within the above-mentioned dumpster, and his 
late addition to the ensemble cast is a welcome distraction from the all too evident problem 
spots. 
It is unfortunate that Hartman’s biggest duet is with the anemic Petersen, whose Leonora is an 
exercise in sloppy singing and acting. Her Leonora is tired and weak, so much so that she is 
prone to falling down and curling up in the fetal position during heightened moments of dramatic 
tension. She foolishly delivers a normally moving Act II aria while lying down, weakening her 
already unfortunate vocals to a point of audible pain. 
Maureen McKay would make an acceptable and well-sung Mazelline if the direction did not call 
for her to wander aimlessly around the stage at all times, drifting in and out of focus as she 
obsessively strokes a headless mannequin wearing a copy of Petersen’s costume. 
Things like McKay’s pointless wandering doom the production, taking good ideas and decent 
singers and throwing them together without any thought giving to the end result. 
Unnecessary revolutionary kitsch, live horses, theatre chairs and a hefty and infrequently used 
chorus clutter the stage, culminating in an invasive house swarm in the end of Act III as the 
people of the prison pass out white flags and poster board to the unassuming audience members. 
There are correct ways to stage a classic opera in a modern setting. Doing so requires a unified 
vision of the production’s goals and themes and a cast of talented singers and actors. 
This production lacked all of these things and then some, making the entire evening a tiresome 
and darkly humorous adventure into artistic extremities.  
The pun can no longer be resisted: it’s a dumpster dive through discarded and worn out ideas. 
Bring your own bag. 


